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Abstract 
Term rewriting is generally implemented using graph rewriting for efficiency reasons. Graph 
rewriting allows sharing of common structures thereby saving both time and space. This impie- 
mentation is sound in the sense that computation of a normal form of a graph yields a normal 
form of the corresponding term. In this paper, we study modularity of the following proper- 
ties in graph rewriting: (a) weak normalization, (b) strong normalization, (c) semi-completeness 
(confluence + weak normalization) and (d) completeness (confluence + strong normalization). 
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1. Introduction 
Term rewriting is often implemented using graph rewriting to cut down the evaluation 
costs. Graph (directed acyclic) representation of terms facilitates sharing of structures 
_~ unlike the tree representation ~ and hence saves space and avoids the repetition of 
computations. This implementation is both sound and complete in the following sense. 
If a graph G reduces to G’ then the term corresponding to G rewrites to the term 
corresponding to G’ (soundness) and two graphs are convertible if and only if the 
corresponding terms are convertible (completeness). One of the nice fallouts of this is 
that the computation of a normal form of a given graph yields a normal form of the 
corresponding term. 
A graph rewriting step using a non-right-linear rewrite rule does not make multiple 
copies of the subgraphs corresponding to non-linear variables, but enforces sharing of 
these subgraphs. This improves both the space and time complexity of computations. 
Whereas the space required for term rewriting can grow exponentially with the number 
of rewrite steps (due to copying), it can grow only linearly as an evaluation step can 
only increase the size by a constant (maximum size of a right-hand side of a rule 
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in the system). This improvement in space complexity leads to a very appreciable 
improvement in time complexity as well. However on the negative side, due to the 
above enforced sharing, certain properties of the given term rewrite system (TRS for 
short) are not reflected in the graph rewriting implementation. For example, the graph 
rewriting relation corresponding to a given confluent TRS need not be confluent. The 
following list indicates how subtle the relation between term rewriting and term graph 
rewriting is. Here, ~~~ denotes the term graph rewriting relation induced by TRS 2. 
(1) Confluence of B does not imply confluence of 3% (see [8,18]). 
(2) Weak normalization (WN) of 2 does not imply WN of 2.g (see [8, 161). 
(3) Termination of 3~ does not imply termination of B (see [IS]). 
(4) Confluence is modular in term rewriting [20] but not modular in term graph rewrit- 
ing (for direct sum). 
(5) Termination is not modular in term rewriting [21] but modular in term graph 
rewriting (for direct sum). 
However the converses of 1, 2 and 3 hold. This subtle relation between term rewriting 
and graph rewriting is a boon as well as a bane. On the positive side, one can use 
results on confluence of 3.g in proving confluence of nonterminating W, which is 
otherwise a difficult task (see [19]). On the negative side, it is very difficult to use the 
general theory of term rewriting in studying graph implementations of TRSS. In view of 
this, it is very important to develop the theory of term graph rewriting. In this paper, 
we continue the research pursued earlier in [8, 12, 16-191 towards the above aim. 
The study of properties which are preserved under combinations of systems (called 
modular properties) is of both theoretical and practical importance. In particular, mod- 
ularity results facilitate (i) incremental&y in the synthesis of systems and (ii) divide- 
and-conquer approach in the analysis of systems. The fragile relationship between term 
rewriting and term graph rewriting - in particular, the above statements 4 and 5 which 
show that modularity results in term graph rewriting for direct-sum are quite the op- 
posite of the modularity results in term rewriting - makes it imperative to investigate 
modular aspects of term graph rewriting rigorously. 
In this paper, we study modularity of the following properties in term graph rewrit- 
ing: (a) weak normalization (WN), (b) strong normalization (SN), (c) semi-complete- 
ness (confluence + weak normalization) and (d) completeness (confluence + strong 
normalization). 
While studying modular aspects of term rewriting, the simplest combination one 
could consider is the direct-sum, where the two constituent systems (with non-empty 
sets of rules) do not share any function symbols. In studying modular aspects of graph 
rewriting, one has to first consider signature extensions, i.e., one of the two constituent 
systems has no rules. This is in particular so because the mere addition of function 
symbols can spoil certain properties in term graph rewriting. Confluence is one such 
property. In the following, we show that WN, SN, semi-completeness and completeness 
are preserved under signature extensions, unlike confluence. 
To discuss various classes of combinations of TRSS, we explain the following notions 
of constructor/defined symbols. Function symbol f is a constructor in .% if f does 
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not occur as outermost symbol of left-hand-side of any rewrite rule in 9, otherwise, 
it is a defined symbol. In the following, :Z(D, C,R) denotes a TRS with the set of 
defined symbols D, the set of constructor symbols C and the set of rewrite rule R. A 
TRS %‘(D, C,R) can be seen as specification (or definition) of the symbols in D. The 
following diagram gives the pictorial view of three basic combinations. The sets of 
defined and constructor symbols of L%i are denoted by D, and C,, respectively. 
(1) Direct sum (2) Sharing Constr. (3) Ilk. Coml). 
In a direct sum, two systems share no function symbols, In a constructor shurimq union. 
two systems share (some) constructors but no defined symbol occurs in both the sys- 
tems. In a hierarchicul combination, some of the defined symbols of one system occur 
as constructors in the other system, but not vice versa. The following combinations are 
sporadically studied in the literature in addition to the above 3 basic combinations (see 
a.o. [3,4,7, 11, 13, 151). A composable union S’,JDo,Co,Ro) U S+‘I(DI,CI,R,) allows 
sharing of some constructor as well as defined symbols in such a way that the shared 
defined symbols are defined precisely the same in both the systems, i.e., R,J f’ RI = 
{I --) Y E RoURl / root(Z) E DoflD,}. In a crosnrise disjoint union .#oUdl, no func- 
tion symbol occurs in both the left-hand sides of 2; and the right-hand sides of .‘A,_, 
for i = 0, 1. In a crosswise independent union .9o(D k! DO, Co, Ro) U ./RI (D iii D,, Cl, RI ), 
no function symbol in Di occurs in the right-hand sides of &lpi for i = 0,l and 
Ro n RI = {I + r E Ro U RI / root(l) E D}. In a super-hierarchicml comhinution 
.J?o(D k~ DO, CO, Ro) U 9’1 (D k~ DI, Cl, RI ), no function symbol in DI occurs in the right- 
handsidesof.%!oandRonR1={I-+~ERoUR1 1 root(l) t D}. The relationships 
among these classes of combinations are depicted in the following picture. 
Crosswise Disjoint Unicns 
Construcl,or Sharing Cnions 
i Composal~le unions 
Crosswise Independent IJnions 
Hierarchical Combinations 
SuDer-hierarchical Combinations 
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As can be seen in the above picture, the class of super-hierarchical combinations con- 
tains all the other classes of combinations, except the class of crosswise disjoint unions. 
In this paper, we mainly consider super-hierarchical combinations and study modularity 
of WN, SN, semi-completeness and completeness properties for these combinations in 
term graph rewriting. The two best results known about modularity of termination (SN) 
for super-hierarchical combinations in term rewriting need that (i) the two systems are 
confluent and terminating overlay systems [2,9] or (ii) termination of both the systems 
is provable by simplification orderings (i.e., simple termination) [6]. In contrast, we 
show that for modularity of termination in term graph rewriting, neither confluence nor 
simple termination is needed and the systems need not be overlay systems. Similarly 
completeness is modular for super-hierarchical combinations of some non-overlay sys- 
tems in term graph rewriting, whereas the modularity of completeness in term rewriting 
holds only for overlay systems. 
2. Preliminaries 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic terminology of term rewrit- 
ing systems and give definitions only when they are required. The notations not 
defined in the paper can be found in Dershowitz and Jouannaud [I], Klop [5] or 
Plump [18]. 
In the following, Y-(,X,X) denotes the set of terms constructed from a set of function 
symbols C and a countable set of variables X. For each variable x, a&y(x) = 0. We 
use the (possibly with some subscripts) symbols a, b, c,d to denote constants, f, g, h 
to denote functions of arity at least one and x, y, z to denote variables. We recall the 
following definitions from Plump [ 17, 181. 
A hypergraph G over C is a system ( V~,EG,SG,~G, I ), where VG,EG are finite sets 
of nodes and hyperedges, SG : EG -+ VG, tG : EG + VG are mappings that assign a 
source node and a string of target nodes to each hyperedge, and 1~ : EG -+ .Z U X is 
a mapping that labels each hyperedge e such that a&y(lo(e)) is the length of to(e). 
A node v is a predecessor of a node v’ if there is an edge e with source v such that 
v’ occurs in to(e). The relations < G and <o are the transitive and reflexive-transitive 
closures of the predecessor relation. We say v’ is below v when v 6 G v’. For each node 
v, G/v is the subhypergraph of G consisting of all the nodes v’ with v < G v’ and all 
the edges outgoing from these nodes. 
A hypergraph G over C is a collapsed tree if (1) there is a node rootG such that 
rodto <G v for each node v, (2) the predecessor relation of G is acyclic and (3) each 
node has a unique outgoing edge. A collapsed tree is also refered to as a term graph 
in the sequel. 
Let G be a collapsed tree. Then the mapping termo : VG + T(C,X) is defined 
as termG(v) = /G(e) if tG(e) is an empty string c and termG(v) = lG(e)(termG(ul), 
. ..) termG(vn)) if to(e) = 01 . . . un, where e is the unique edge with source v. In the 
fOllOWing, term(G) stands for termo(rooto). 
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For a collapsed tree G, the mapping nodec : Pos(term(G)) 4 Vo (relating posi- 
tionsisubterms of a term and the nodeskubgraphs in a term graph representing that 
term) is defined as (i) nodeo(&) = rooto and (ii) nodeo(i.n) = nodeo/,,,(x), where 
VI ‘. . v, is the target string of the hyperedge with source rootG and Pas(t) is the set 
of positions in t. 
A collapsed tree G is a tree with shared variables if (1) for each node v, indegree, 
> 1 implies termc(v) E X and (2) for all nodes v,v’, termG(v) = termC(v’) E X im- 
plies v = v’. Here, indegreeG(v) is the number of occurrences of v in the target strings. 
In the following, Ot denotes a tree with shared variables such that termG(ot) = t 
and G denotes the hypergraph obtained from G by removing all the edges labeled with 
variables. 
Let G, H be hypergraphs. A hypergraph morphism g : G + H is a pair of mappings 
(Sa : VG 4 VH,.9e : EC + EH) that preserve sources, targets and labels, i.e., SH o gcz = 
gu 0 so, tH 0 ge = 9: 0 tG and IH 0 ge = IG. 2 
Definition 1 (evaluation step). Let Gl,Gz be collapsed trees. Then there is an evalu- 
ation step from Gi to Gz, denoted by Gi 31 Gz, if (i) there is a rule 1 + r E W and 
a hypergraph morphism g : 01 -+ Gi and (ii) G2 is isomorphic to the collapsed tree - 
constructed as follows: 
(1) Remove the hyperedge outgoing from ga(rootOl), yielding a hypergraph G’. 
(2) Build the disjoint union G’ + @ and 
_ identify g,(rootgl) with rootOr (i.e., merge the two nodes into one), 
_ for each pair (u,u’) E VOW x VO, with termgj(u) = term+.(u’) g X, identify 
SC(u) with u’. 
Let G” be the resulting hypergraph. 
(3) Remove garbage, resulting in a collapsed tree G”/rOOtG. 
For evaluations with non-left-linear rules, we need to ‘fold’ collapsed trees. 
Definition 2 (folding step). Let Gi, GZ be collapsed trees. Then there is a folding step 
G1 ~JJ G2 if there are distinct edges e, e’ E EG, with /c,(e) = /c,(e’), tG,(e) = tG,(e’), 
and G2 is isomorphic to the collapsed tree obtained from Gi by identifying e with e’ 
and so,(e) with soI( 
We denote the relation 38 U 3,~ by 2,~ and omit the subscript if it does not lead 
to any confusion. The relation 3% is refered to as the term graph rewriting relation 
of 2. 
Example 1. The following figure shows an evaluation step on a collapsed tree C repre- 
senting term (((0+x)x (O+x))+x) with rewrite rule xx(y+z) - (xxy)+(x x z). 
Here, the hyperedges are represented by boxes and the nodes are represented by cir- 
2 Given a mapping f : A -+ B, f* : A* - B* sends E to c and a1 . ..a. to f(a~)...f(a,,) 
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cles. The morphism locating the left-hand side 0(x x (y + z)) identifies the nodes 
representing x and (y + z) with the node representing (0 + x) in C. 
In the examples below, we simplify the pictures of collapsed trees by deleting the 
nodes and replacing every hyperedge having n target nodes by n arcs, without intro- 
ducing any confusion. 
We need the following definition in the sequel. 
Definition 3 (dependency relation ?d over dejined symbols). The dependency relation 
of a rewrite system &?(D, C, R) is the smallest quasi-order ?d over D satisfying the 
condition: f hd g if there is a rule 1 -+ r E R such that f = root(l) and g occurs in r. 
We say that a defined symbol f E D depends on a defined symbol g E D if f ?d g. 
The set of symbols depending on a set of symbols S is defined as {f 1 f kd g and 
g E S}. Intuitively, f ;‘d g means that an evaluation of the defined function f for some 
arguments may involve an evaluation of the defined function g for some arguments 
(i.e., the definition of f depends in some sense on that of g). It also means that an 
appearance of f in a derivation might lead to a creation of g in the later part of the 
derivation. 
Notions for modularity. In the following, we consider union of two term rewriting 
systems B?~(Do MD, Co, Ro) and B?l(Dl MD, Cl, RI ) sharing some function symbols and 
rules Ro n RI = {I ---) r E Ro U RI 1 root(Z) E D}. To define the notion of rank, 
we paint the symbols in black, white and transparent as follows. The symbols of Do 
are black, those of D1 are white and others (including variables) are transparent. Each 
transparent symbol in a term takes the colour of its surroundings (i.e., the symbols 
above it) if there is any. A term t with root(t) E Do (resp. 01) is a top black (resp. 
white) term and a term with transparent root is a top transparent term. 
Definition 4. Any term t can be uniquely written as C[tl, . . , t&n 30 such that for 
each i E [l,n], (1) root(ti) and root(t) are in different colour and (2) ti is a maximal 
subterm of t with that property. 
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Definition 5. The rank of a term t E C(rtl, . , t,], n >, 0 is defined as: 
rank(t) = 1 +max({rank(ti) ) 1 <i<n}) if root(t) E DO lJ DI, 
= max({rank(ti) / 1 <i<n}) otherwise. 
The rank of a term graph G is defined as rank(G) = rank(term(G)). 
Example 2. Consider the following two systems. 
20 : mult(0, y) ---f 0 9’1 : fib(O) + 0 
mult(s(x), Y) + add(y,mult(x, y>> f ib(s(0)) 4 s(0) 
f ib(s(s(x))) ----i 
add(f ib(x),f ib(s(x))) 
add(0, y> + y aW0, y> + y 
add(s(x), Y) + s(aWx, Y>> aWs(x), Y> + s(aWx, ~1) 
rank(add(s(O), s(s(0)))) =0 and rank(mult(s(x), y)) = rank(add(y,mult(x, y))) 
= 1 and rank(mult(f ib(s(x)), f ib(s(y))))) = 2. 0 
3. Term rewriting vs. term graph rewriting 
In this section, we briefly review the relationship between term rewriting and term 
graph rewriting. 
The following theorem is established in Plump [ 181. 
Theorem 1 (Plump [IS]). If 2 is a term rewrite system and 3.8 is its term graph 
rewriting relation then the following statements hold. 
(I ) 3,N is strongly normalizing if 9 is strongly normalizing. 
(2) .%’ is n!eakly normalizing if s.# is weakly normalizing. 
(3) 2 is conjluent if 3.8 is conjluent. 
(4) s.~ is confluent if .% is confluent and 3.d is weakly normalizing. 
The converse of none of the first three statements of the above theorem hold. 
Example 3. The following famous system 9 (from Toyama [21]) is nonterminating. 
f(O, 1, x) + f(x,x, x> 
dx7 Y 1 ----) x 
g(x3 Y) + Y 
But 2.8 is terminating, showing that the converse of statement 1 of the above Theorem 
does not hold. 
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Example 4 (Plump [18]). The following system 97 is semi-complete, i.e., weakly nor- 
malizing and confluent. 
f (xl + g(x, x) 
a+b 
g(a,b) + c 
g(b,b) + f(a) 
But the relation 5~ is not weakly normalizing as the two possible 3~ derivations 
from a term graph representing f (a> loop, while f (a> has a normal form c. 
and 
a a b a a b b a 
The relation 31 is neither confluent, as the following graph representing g(a, b) 
can be reduced to c and f (a>, which are not joinable. 
/“\ 39 0 and /“\ 3% /“\ 3~ 1 
a b a b b b a 
This demonstrates that, converses of statements 2 and 3 of the above Theorem do 
not hold. 
4. Super-hierarchical combinations 
In this section, we define a class of super-hierarchical combinations for which modu- 
larity of various properties is studied in later sections. Before defining this class, we 
show that WN, SN, semi-completeness and completeness are not modular for the whole 
class of (super) hierarchical combinations in general. 
Example 5, It is easy to see that the following two systems Ws and %!!I are complete 
and hence the graph rewriting relations ~9~ and E&,, are complete as well. From 
completeness, it follows that 3go and 3~~ are WN, SN and semi-complete. 
920 : f(x)+ x 21 : h(a)-+ h(f(a)) 
However, the term graph rewriting relation of the combined system is not weakly- 
normalizing (and hence not SN, semi-complete and complete as well). The term graph 
Oh(a) representing h(a) has no normal form with respect to the combined system - 
note that the following cyclic derivation is the only possible derivation from Oh (a>. 
Oh(a) SW, Vh(f(a)> =ho Oh(a) +a . . . 
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In the following, we consider super-hierarchical combinations of two systems ,%$(D~H 
D, Ca,Ro) and .21(Di k~ D, Cl,RI ) sharing some symbols and rules Rt, n RI = { 1 + 
r E Ro U RI / root(Z) E D}. In these combinations, defined symbols of system Wo can 
occur in both left- and right-hand sides of rules in Xi and defined symbols of .%!I can 
occur in left-hand sides (but not right-hand sides) of rules in 90. Such combinations 
naturally arise while analyzing systems produced by completion procedures. See [9] 
for an example. 
Notation. For discussions in the sequel, it is convenient to classify defined symbols in 
DI &ID into two sets (i) Dy = {f 1 f E (0, WD) and f ?d DO } consisting of function 
symbols depending on DO and (ii) Dt = (0, 63 D) - Dy consisting of function symbols 
not depending on DO. We denote the set of constructors (CO U Cl) - (DO U D1 u D) of 
the combined system by Cons@. 
The following definition from [9] characterizes the main class of super-hierarchical 
combinations we are interested in. 
Definition 6. A term rewriting system .%1(D1 6~ D, Cl, RI ) is a generalized nice-exten- 
sion* of another term rewriting system %?o(Do kl D, CO, R(J) if the following conditions 
are satisfied: 
(1) Do n D, = 4 and Ron RI = {I + Y E RO U RI 1 root(l) E D}. 
(2) ‘Vf E (D&JD), Vg E D1, f & y (i.e., &+J&?I is a super-hierarchical combination). 
(3) Each rewrite rule 1 -+ r E R, satisfies the following condition: 
(H) : For every subterm s of Y, if root(s) E Dy, then s contains no function 
symbol (in DO U 0:) depending on DO except at root(s). 
The third (and the main) condition essentially says that the nesting of defined sym- 
bols from 0: is not allowed in the right-hand side terms of rules and no symbol from 
DO occurs below Dy-symbols. 
Example 6. The following system ,221 is a generalized nice-extension* of .%o. 
20 : add(O, x) + x 
add@(x), Y) + S(add(x, Y)) 
mult(O, x) + 0 
mult(S(x), Y) + add(y,mult(x, Y )) 
21 : fact(O) --f I 
f act(S(x)) 4 mult(S(x), fact(x)) 
The following lemma characterizes the rules in generalized nice-extension*s. 
Lemma 1. If 921 is a generalized nice-extension* of 20 then for rewrite each rule 
I + r E RI, r is of the form C[tl ,. . . , t,,], where C is (I context without cq 
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Df-symbols, root(ti) E 07 and no proper subterm of ti contains any function symbol 
depending on DO for each i E [ 1, n]. 
Proof. Follows from the condition (H) of Definition 6. Cl 
5. Weak normalization 
In this section, we establish modularity of weak normalization (WN) for generalized 
nice-extension*s in term graph rewriting. First we prove that weak normalization (WN) 
is preserved under signature extensions. 
5.1. Signature extensions 
In this subsection, we establish that weak normalization (WV) is preserved under 
signature extensions. In the following, we consider a TRS 92(F", R) with weakly nor- 
malizing graph rewriting relation 39 and a set of function symbols 9’ such that 
9n9’=4. 
Definition 7. Let {Xl,. . . ,&} be a set of variables and S = {HI,. . . ,H,} be a set 
of term graphs such that for each i E [l,n], (a) Hi is a normal form of ~a, (b) 
root(term(Hi)) E 9’ and (c) Hi # Hj for any i # j E [l,n]. If G is a term graph such 
that (1) the subgraph G/v is a member of {HI,. . . , H,} for each node v E V, where 
V = {node u in G 1 the hyperedge outgoing from u is labeled with a function symbol in 
F’}, (2) no Hi occurs more than once in G and (3) variables Xl,. . . ,X, do not occur 
in G, we define @s(G) as the term graph obtained from G by applying the following 
two steps at each node v E V: 
_ remove the hyperedge outgoing from v, 
_ identify v with rootox, if G/v = H/ 
and removing the garbage. 
If t c term(G) then term(@s(G)) is the term obtained from t by replacing each 
occurrence of subterm term(Hj) in t by variable Xj. The following lemma shows that 
there is a derivation from G corresponding to any derivation from @s(G) with the 
same evaluation and folding steps. 
Lemma 2. Let S, G and @s be as in the above de$nition. Zf @s(G) 3% G1 then 
there is a term graph G2 such that G ~9 G2 and @s(Gz) = GI. 
Proof. If @s(G) 3~ Gt is a folding step, the lemma is obvious because folding 
cannot be applied on hyperedges corresponding to the variables Xl,. . . ,X,, (since no 
such variable occurs more than once) and all the other hyperedges in @s(G) also occur 
in G. 
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Assume that @s(G) 3% G1 is an evaluation step involving a rewrite rule 1 + r 
and hypergraph morphism g : 01 4 @s(G). It is clear that q is also a hypergraph - 
morphism from 01 to G as each hyperedge in @s(G) labeled by a function symbol - 
or a variable outside {Xl ,. . . ,X,} also occurs in G and corresponding to each X, in 
@s(G) there is a hyperedge in G. It is easy to see that @s(Gz) = G1 if G2 is the graph 
obtained by applying this evaluation step on G. 0 
Now, we are in a position to prove the main result of this subsection. 
Theorem 2. If the graph rewriting relation 3.8 of a TRS 9(4,R) is weakly nor- 
malizing then the graph rewriting relation 3.81 of the TRS 9?'(9 k. .F',R) is weak& 
normalizing too. 
Proof. We prove that every term graph G has a normal form3 w.r.t. S.X/ using 
induction on the number of occurrences of function symbols from .F’ in G (denoted 
by g’(G)). 
Basis: #‘(G) = 1. We have two cases: (a) root(term(G)) = f E 9’ and (b) root(term 
(G)) = f E 9. 
Ctzse (a): If root(term(G)) = f E .F’ then all the subgraphs corresponding to the 
arguments of f have normal forms as they do not contain any symbols from .F’. Let 
G’ be the term graph obtained from G by normalizing all the subgraphs corresponding 
to the arguments of f. It is clear that term(G’) is a normal form as root(term(G’)) = 
f E 9’. Therefore G’ can be reduced to a normal form through folding steps. 
Case (b): Let H be the subgraph in G such that root(term(H)) E ,F’. By case (a), 
H has a normal form. Let G’ be the term graph obtained from G by normalizing H to 
one of its normal forms, say H’ and let 5’ = {H’}. The term graph @ps(G’) has a normal 
form G, as &(G’) does not have any symbol from 9’ in it. By repeated applications 
of the above lemma we get a derivation G’ z+>, G2 such that Qis(G’) = G,. It is easy 
to see that term(Gz) is a normal form as G1 and H’ are normal forms. Therefore G2 
can be reduced to a normal form through folding steps. Hence G has a normal form. 
Induction Hypothesis. Assume that each term graph G’ with #‘(G’) d k bus a normal 
form w. r. t. 2.81, for some k 3 1. 
Induction Step. Now we prove that each term graph G with #‘(G) = k + 1 has a 
normal form w.r.t. 3.9~. Again we have two cases: (a) root(term(G)) = f E 3’ and 
(b) root(term(G)) = f E 8. 
Case (a): If root(term(G)) = f E F’ then all the subgraphs corresponding to 
the arguments of f have normal forms as they contain at the most k occurrences of 
3 By ‘G has a normal form’, we mean that ‘G has at least one (possibly more) normal form(s)‘. 
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function symbols from & . o The rest of the proof is the same as that of case (a) of 
Basis. 
Case (b): Let {Ht , . . . , Hk} be the set of all the subgraphs in G such that root(term 
(Hi)) E F’. It is clear that #‘(Hi) <k + 1. By case (a), each Hi has normal forms. 
The subgraphs HI,. . . , Hk are distinct graphs (otherwise G can be folded into a graph 
Gt such that #‘(Gt ) < k and by hypothesis Gt has a normal form and hence G has a 
normal form too). Let G’ be the term graph obtained from G by normalizing each Hi 
to Hi and doing all the possible folding steps. Let S be the set of all the subgraphs 
in G’ with root in F’. The term graph @s( G’) has a normal form Gr as @s(G’) does 
not have any symbol from B’ in it. By repeated applications of the above lemma we 
get a derivation G’ ~2, G2 such that @s(Gx) = Gr . It is easy to see that term(G2) is 
a normal form as Gt and the subgraphs in S are normal forms. Therefore G2 can be 
reduced to a normal form through folding steps. Hence G has a normal form. 0 
5.2. Weak normalization of nice-extensions 
Now, we establish modularity of weak normalization for generalized nice-extension*s. 
We basically have to show that every term graph has a normal form with respect to 
the graph rewriting relation of the combined system. We do more than required by 
giving an algorithm to compute a normal form of any given term graph. This algo- 
rithm is described by the following relation da on term graphs. In the following, we 
consider two systems ~o(Do &JD, CO, Ro) and Wt (01 &ID, Cl, RI ) such that (1) the graph 
rewrite relations syeO and ZS~, are weakly normalizing and (2) 91 is a generalized 
nice-extension* of go. Let 3%: be the graph rewrite relation of TRS B?j(Z,Ri), where 
C = DO U CO U DI U Cl U D. Basically, .%!‘I is a signature extension of S!i and by the 
above result ~9: is weakly normalizing. 
Definition 8. The relation -+a on term graphs is defined as follows: 
H --+a H’ if and only if there exists a node u in H such that 
(1) H/v is reducible by s~,,~~, and no proper subgraph of H/v is reducible by 
=%?,uw, 
(2) H’ is the term graph obtained from H by normalizing H/v w.r.t. 3”; if root(term 
(WV)) E Dl. 
(3) H’ is the term graph obtained from H by normalizing H/v w.r.t. 3%; if root(term 
(H/v)) @ Dl. 
We show that this relation gives an algorithm for normalizing a given term graph 
by establishing strong normalization (termination) of ja. The following lemmas are 
needed. 
Lemma 3. If .!&?I is a generalized nice-extension* of BO and G is a term graph such 
that no subgraph (say, H) of G with root(term(H)) E Dl is reducible by E+~,+,~~, 
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then any normal form of G with respect to 39; is also a normal form of G with 
respect to ~3.~~~,~, . 
Proof. Follows from the fact that the symbols from D1 do not occur in right-hand side 
terms of 20. Cl 
The above lemma is useful in establishing that normalization of an innermost redex 
w.r.t. =+; decreases the depth of innermost redexes. Now, we go about proving similar 
lemma about innermost redexes of 38;. For that purpose, we consider the following 
class of single layered term graphs where (0: -0) symbols are not nested above any 
redex. That is, no term graph G in this class has two different nodes p and q such that 
(i) root(term(G/p)) E (0: -0) and G/p is reducible, (ii) root(term(G/q)) E (0: -D) 
and G/q is reducible and (iii) p is above q or q is above p. 
Definition 9. Let TopdlO(G) denote the set of nodes {v 1 root(term(G/u)) E (0: -0) 
and for each node u above u, root(term(G/u)) @ (07 - D)}. We define Y as the set 
of all term graphs such that each G E Y satisfies the following: no proper subgraph 
H oj‘ G/v with root(term(H)) E (DO u 0:) is reducible by ~~~~~~ for any node 
v E TopdlO(G). 
The following lemma establishes that Y is closed under 3.g;. 
Lemma 4. If G 39; G’ and G E Y then, G’ E Y too. 
Proof. It is obvious that the lemma holds if G 32; G’ is a folding step. Let 1 + r 
be the rewrite rule applied in G 39, G’. There are two cases: (a) root(Z) E (0: - D) 
and (b) root(l) @’ (0: - 0). 
Case (a): In this case, the reduction should take place at some u E TopdlO( G). 
It follows from Lemma 1 that r is of the form C[t,, . . , t,] such that C is a context 
without any Dy-symbols, root(ti) E 0: and ti does not contain any function symbol 
from DO U 07 except at the root for each i E [ 1, n]. It is easy to see that Topd 10( G’) = 
Topd 10(G) u {uL 1 Ui is the node in G’ corresponding to tj in r} - { v }. Since proper 
subgraphs of G/v with root in (Do U 07) are irreducible, it follows that the proper 
subgraphs of G’/ui with root in (Do U 0:) are irreducible as well. Therefore G’ E Y. 
Case (b): In this case, no symbol from 0: -D occurs in r and hence the reduction 
G 3.q G’ does not add any symbol from 0: - D. It is easy to see that G’ E Y. 0 
From the above lemma, it follows that normal form of G E Y w.r.t. 3.8; is in 9’ 
as well. 
Lemma 5. If G’ is a normal form of G w.r. t. ~3; and G E Y then, G’ E 9’ too. 
Further, each subgraph H of G’ with root(term(H)) E (0: - D) is irreducible by 
=bolJ9t,. 
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Now, we are in a position to establish strong normalization of -+a. 
Theorem 3. Zf &?I is a generalized nice-extension* of 920 then the relation +a de$ned 
in Dejinition 8 is strongly normalizing. 
Proof. We basically prove this using a terminating function f. For any given term 
graph G, f(G) is an ordered pair @i(G), f*(G)), where fi and f 2 are defined 
as follows: f l(G) is the set { v 1 root(term(G/v)) E (Df - D), G/v is reducible by 
3BRoU,g1 and no proper subgraph H of G/v with root(term(H)) E (Df -D) is reducible 
by +gRoUg, } of deepest reducible (Df - D)-nodes in G and f z(G) is the set { v 1 G/v 
is reducible by 3gpou~, and no proper subgraph of G/v is reducible } of innermost 
redex nodes. 
We use the lexicographic ordering + induced by two orderings +i and 42 on the 
two components as the well-founded ordering. The orderings -XI and 42 are multiset 
orderings induced by the predecessor relation <o over nodes in hypergraph G defined 
in Section 2. 
To establish strong normalization of --+*, it is enough to show that f(G) + f (G’) 
whenever G +a G’. Assume that the subgraph at node v in G is normalized in G ha 
G’. There are two cases: (a) root(term(G/v)) $ DI, and (b) root(term(G/v)) E Dl. 
Case (a): It is obvious that f 2(G) ~2 f 2(G’) as the normal form of G/v w.r.t. E+~;I 
is a normal form w.r.t. 3.gOuw, by Lemma 3. Let w be the nearest (Df - D) node 
above v in G. By definition, w is in f l(G). It is easy to see that no node below w 
can occur in f 1 (G’) and in fact w itself may not be there in f l(G’), i.e., G’/w may 
not be reducible. This clearly shows f(G) + f (G’). 
Case (b): There are two subcases: (i) root(term(G/v)) E Df and (ii) root(term(G/v)) 
E Df. In subcase (i) it’s obvious that f*(G) ~1 fl(G’) by Lemma 5. In subcase (ii), 
the normal form of G/v w.r.t. 3.%; is also a normal form of 3~Rou,~, as Df symbols 
do not depend on DO and hence f2(G) +2 fx(G’). Further, fl(G) ?I fl(G’) as in 
case (a), i.e., the nearest (07 -D) node w above v in G may or may not be in f 1 (G’). 
Therefore, f(G) + f (G’). This completes the proof. 0 
From this result, it follows that weak normalization (WN) is modular for the class 
of generalized nice-extension*s. 
Theorem 4. Let 9,~ and WI be two term rewriting systems such that Bl is a gener- 
alized nice-extension* of .Bo. Then ~~~~~~ is weakly normalizing ( WN) if 3~~ 
and 28, are weakly normalizing ( WN). 
6. Semi-completeness 
In this section, we study modularity of semi-completeness in term graph rewriting 
for generalized nice-extension*s. In contrast to weak normalization, semi-completeness 
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is not modular for the whole class of generalized nice-extension*s as shown by the 
following counterexample. 
Example 7. The following TRSS are complete and hence the graph rewriting relations 
3.dpo and 3,@, are complete (and hence semi-complete). Further, ,9?1 is a generalized 
nice-extension* of 90. 
.?Ro : g(x, y) + y 2, : f(g(x, Y)) 4 x 
However, ~I,,~.N, is not semi-complete -- the term graph representing term f (g(x, 
y)) has two different normal forms x and f(y). 
The following definition is neeeded in the sequel 
Definition 10. Let It 4 rl and 12 + ~1 be renamed versions of rewrite rules of a term 
rewriting system .9? such that they have no variables in common. Suppose 11 ip is not 
a variable for some position p and II lp unifies with 12 through a most general unifier 
CJ. The pair of terms (11[r21Po, rlo) is culled u critical pair of 9. If 1, + rl and 
12 + ~2 are renamed versions of the same rewrite rule, we do not consider the case 
p = E. A critical pair (11 [r21Po, rlo) with p = E is called an overlay. 
In the following, we prove modularity of semi-completeness for a class of generalized 
nice-extension*s. The proof is based on Theorems 1 and 4 and the following result 
from [7]. 
Theorem 5 (Krishna Rao [7]). Let 40 und .21 he two semi-complete TRSS such that 
( 1) .JAt is a generalized nice-extension* of 920, 
(2) iJ’ 1 + r E 2, and s is a subterm of 1 with root(s) E Dl_, then no suhterm of.7 
un$ies with left-hand side term qf any rule in .%o U 21 and 
(3) if 1 + r E 2, and root(l) E 07 - D then all the critical pairs involving this rule 
are overlays. 
Then the combined system .S?o u 2, is semi-complete as well. 
The following theorem establishes modularity of semi-completeness. 
Theorem 6. Let WO and 9, be tbvo TRSS satisfying the 3 conditions of Theorem 5. 
Then 3 I,~M, is semi-complete tf s.#, and 3.8, are semi-complete. 
Proof. By statements (2) and (3) of Theorem 1, TRSS 30 and ,%I are semi-complete. 
By Theorem 5, TRS 9%~ U 9, is semi-complete. By Theorem 4, 3dau.+ is weakly 
normalizing. Now, it follows from statement (4) of Theorem 1 that =ZVQ,.X, is semi- 
complete. 0 
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7. Strong normalization 
In this section, we study modularity of strong normalization (termination) in term 
graph rewriting for generalized nice-extension*s. We first prove that termination is 
modular for special subclasses of generalized nice-extension*s, namely, signature ex- 
tensions and crosswise independent unions, and then extend the result for generalized 
nice-extension*s. 
Termination of term graph rewriting is preserved under signature extensions. 
Theorem 7. Zf the graph rewriting relation 3% of a TRS g(F-,R) is noetherian then 
the graph rewriting relation 3%~’ of the TRS .%'(F M F’,R) is noetherian too. 
Proof. Easy. 4 q 
Notation. Exploiting the above theorem, we slightly abuse the notation in the sequel 
by using 3g, to denote the graph rewriting relation of the signature-extension @(D U 
Do U D1 U Co U Cl,Ri), i E [0, 11. 
The following definition and lemma are needed in the sequel. 
Definition 11. We define a subgraph relation +&, over term graphs as follows: G %&,b 
G’ if and only if G’ = G/v for some non-root node v E V,. 
Lemma 6. Let 5’ be a set of term graphs and 52 be a TRS with graph rewrite relation 
3%. Then, the relation ~9 U ss,,b is noetherian over S if and only zf 3.# is 
noetherian over S. 
Proof. The only-if part is obviously true and we prove the if part below. 
It is clear that there must be infinitely many =+steps in an infinite derivation 
of 38 U s&d,. Since the subgraph-steps do not create new redex positions, for all 
G1, G2, G3 with Gi 3Lb G3 3; GZ there exists a G4 such that Gi 3,; G4 ssfub 
Gz. That is, the subgraph-steps can always be postponed and hence one can get an 
infinite derivation of 3% from any infinite derivation of 3.8 U ssub by postponing the 
subgraph-steps. In other words, there cannot be any infinite derivation of 3.9 U z&b 
if there is no infinite derivation of 38, i.e., the relation 39 U s&, is noetherian if 
3~ is noetherian. 0 
7.1. Termination of crosswise independent unions 
In this subsection, we study modularity of termination for crosswise independent 
unions in term graph rewriting. 
41n fact this theorem follows from Plump’s result on termination of crosswise disjoint union. However, 
the proof of this theorem is much simpler than the proof for crosswise disjoint union. 
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Definition 12. We say that two TRSS 9?0(& k. D, Co,&) and :%r (0, H D, Cl, RI ) are 
crosswise independent if (i) Ro n RI = (1 + Y E R. u RI 1 root(l) E D} and (ii) 
fl & f 1-i for euch fi E Di U D and ft__l E Dt +, where i E (0, 1). 
We say that .%:oUWt is a crosswise independent union [f So and 91 are crowvise 
independent. 
The notion of crosswise independent union is a generalization of constructor sharing 
(ao. [4, 121) and composable unions (ao. [ 14, 151). In the following, we consider two 
crosswise independent systems Wo(& M D, Co, Ro) and .31(Dr H D, Cl, RI ) such that 
ad,, and ad, are terminating. We denote the combined system 30 U 3’1 by d. 
The following two lemmas are useful. 
Lemma 7. rf’ G 3.a G’ then rank(G) 3 rat-&( G’). 
Definition 13. The relation ssub,, i E [0, l] over term graphs is defined as ( SH, 
U +,h)+. The multiset extension of 3,,b, is denoted by s.;,,,. 
By Lemma 6, it follows that +ubi and =33:b, are noetherian. 
Lemma 8. The relations E&b, and s$,, ure noetherian for i E [0, 11. 
Now, we prove that 3.9 is terminating. The proof is by induction on rank. A top 
transparent term can be uniquely written as C[tl,. . . , t,] such that C is a context of 
transparent symbols and tj are top black/white terms. 
Definition 14. For a top transparent graph G with term(G) 3 C[tt, . . . , tn] such that C 
is a context of transparent symbols and each tj is a top black/white term occurring at 
position pi, we define 
~ (top): The top of G (denoted top(G)) is defined as the term graph obtained from 
G by replacing the (unique) hyperedges outgoing from the nodes nodeG( pl ), . ., 
nodeo(p,) by n hyperedges representing q and removing the garbage. 
- (aliens): The multiset of aliens in G is defined as aliens(G) = {G/U 1 u E Y}, where 
V is the set {nodea 1 1 <i<n and nodeo( pi) is not strictly below nodee(;(pj) 
for any j # i}. The multiset of top black and top white aliens of G are denoted by 
Ao( G) and A t (G), respectively. 
- (inner/outer reductions): We say an evaluation step G 26 G’ is inner if the reduction 
took place in an element of aliens(G) (i.e., below some node u f V), otherwise it 
is an outer reduction. A folding step G 3.~ G’ is inner if at least one of the two 
identified (merged) hyperedges is from aliens(G), otherwise it is an outer reduction. 
Note that top(G) and the aliens Ao(G) and A,(G) may share some parts of G. 
The following lemma helps in ignoring folding steps in the proofs below. 
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Lemma 9. If G 3 G’ is an outer reduction and it is a folding step, then (i) aliens 
= aliens(G) and (ii) top(G) 3 top(G’). 
Proof. A folding step identifies two hyperedges only when their target strings are 
identical and the graph remains the same except that two hyperedges are identified 
(merged). Since both the identified hyperedges are in top(G), the aliens are not dis- 
turbed. Therefore aliens(d) = aliens(G) and top(G) 3 top( G’). 0 
The following characteristic lemma about graph reductions is repeatedly used in the 
sequel. 
Lemma 10. If G 3 G’ is an outer reduction involving an evaluation step over top 
transparent graphs G and G’, then aliens(G) &,b aliens( G’), where *sub is the 
multiset extension of +,,b. 
Proof. The applicable rewrite rules are {I + Y 1 root(Z) E D} and no function symbols 
from DO UD1 occur in the right-hand sides of these rules. Therefore, no new subgraphs 
with root in DO U D1 are created in any outer reduction. Further, some hyperedges in 
G corresponding to function symbols (e.g., b in the following Example) from Do UD1 
occurring in the left-hand side of the applied rule might be deleted in the garbage 
collection. The lemma follows from these observations and the fact that no proper 
subgraph of an alien is again an alien (see V in Definition 14). 0 
We first show that 38 is noetherian over term graphs of rank 1. For this purpose, a 
noetherian relation + is defined over the set of top transparent term graphs of rank 1. 
Definition 15. The relation + over the set of top transparent term graphs of rank at 
most 1 is defined as: G k G’ if and only if 
(a) AO(G) =$& AO(G'> or 
(b) A,)(G) = &(G’) and Al(G) s:b, At(G’) or 
(c) Ao(G) =&(G’), At(G) =At(G’) and G 3~~~8, G’. 
Lemma 11. The relation + over the set of top transparent erm graphs of rank at 
most 1 is noetherian. 
Proof. By Lemma 8, +&, and =&,b, and their multiset-extensions are noetherian. 
Since the only rewrite rules in 92’0 n 921 are (1 + r E Ro U RI 1 root(Z) E D} 
(a subsystem of Lc%?~, i E [0, l]), the relation 3se,n~, is noetherian. Therefore, + is 
noetherian as it is a lexicographic extension of three noetherian relations arUUbO, +Eb 
and 3gana,. 0 
Theorem 8. The graph rewriting relation 39 is noetherian over term graphs of rank 
at most 1. 
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Proof. The theorem obviously holds for term graphs of rank 0 as the only rewrite 
rules applicable on them are (1 + r E Ro U RI 1 root(l) E D} (a subsystem of 
Wi, i E [0, 11). We only have to consider term graphs of rank 1. Assume to the 
contrary that there is an infinite derivation G1 3.9 G2 3.8 . over term graphs of 
rank 1. If root(term(Gk)) E Di, i E [0, l] for some k, it is clear that each step after 
that is a 3,#,-step as any top black (white) term graph of rank 1 does not contain 
any white (resp. black) symbols. That is, if root(term(Gk)) E Di, there is an infinite 
derivation Gk s81 Gk+i 2,%, Gk+2 zz&, . . ., contradicting the termination of 38,. 
Therefore, each Gk, k 2 0 is top transparent. 
We prove that there can be no infinite derivation G1 3~ GZ 3.8 Gs 3.8 over 
top transparent term graphs of rank 1 by showing that G 3~ G’ implies G + G’. If 
the reduction took place in As(G), it is obvious that As(G) z$& Ao(G’). Similarly, 
AI(G) =$, A, (G’) and As(G) = Ao(G’) if the reduction took place in Al(G) but not 
in (any part shared with) Ao(G). In both these cases G + G’. If G 3.8 G’ is an outer 
reduction, it is clear that G 3%0ng, G’ and aliens(G) &,h aliens by Lemma IO. 
Now, it is easy to see that one of the 3 requirements of Def. 15 holds and hence 
G > G’. 0 
Now, we prove that 3% is noetherian on the set of term graphs of arbitrary rank 
by induction. First, we prove that there is no infinite derivation from a top black term 
graph of rank k if 3.8 is noetherian on the set of term graphs of rank less than k. 
The proof is similar for top white term graphs. We need the following definition and 
lemma. 
Definition 16. The relation ZQ,~, over term graphs is defined as (z+ti U ssub)+. The 
multiset extension of z&&,, is denoted by z$,~,. 
Lemma 12. The relations ss,&,, and 3E,bo, are noetherian over term graphs qf rank 
less than k if 3.9 is noetherian over term graphs of rank less than k. 
Any term t of rank k > 1 such that root(t) @ DI can be written as Cb[tl, . , t,] in a 
unique way, where Gb is a context of black and transparent symbols and root(t, ) E D, 
for each i E [ 1, n]. Notions of top0 and aliens0 can be defined for top black/transparent 
term graphs of rank k similar to the notions top and aliens defined in Definition 14. 
Note that the (top white) aliens of such a term graph are of rank less than k. 
Theorem 9. rf’ the graph rewriting relation 3~ is noetherian over term gruphs qf 
rank less than k, there is no injinitr 3.8 derivation starting from a top black term 
graph qf rank k. 
Proof. Since white-aliens of a top black term graph of rank k are of rank less than 
k, there cannot be a top white term graph in an infinite s.# derivation starting from 
a top black term graph of rank k. So, the notions top0 and aliens0 are well-defined 
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for each term graph in the derivation. Now, we show that there cannot be an infinite 
derivation by proving that G 3~ G’ implies: (i) alienso 3gb0, alienso or (ii) 
alienso = aliensa and G 3~~ G’. Since, +&,, is noetherian over term graphs 
of rank less than k and ~3~ is noetherian, it follows that there cannot be an infinite 
3~ derivation starting with a top black term graph of rank k. 
If G 3% G’ took place in an alien of G, it is obvious that aliensa 2Kb0, 
alienso( In the other case, it is clear that G agO G’ and alienso &&, 
uZienso(G’). This implies that either (i) or (ii) above holds. 0 
Now, we prove the result for arbitrary term graphs of rank k. 
Theorem 10. If the graph rewriting relation 3% is noetheriun over term graphs of 
rank less than k, then 3~ is noetheriun over term graphs of rank k us well. 
Proof. By the above lemma, 3% is noetherian over top black (white) term graphs 
of rank k. As in Theorem 8, every tree in an infinite 3% derivation starting with 
a top transparent term graph of rank k is top transparent. We can prove that there 
cannot be an infinite 3~ derivation over top transparent term graphs of rank k by 
showing that G +q G’ implies (a) As(G) 3Rb0, Ao(G’) or (b) As(G) = Ao(G’) and 
AI(G) +$,,,,, Ai or (c) Ao(G) = Ao(G’), AI(G) = AI and G ~%,,,a, G’. The 
proof of this fact runs on the same lines as in Theorem 8. q 
From the above two theorems, we get the main result of this subsection. 
Theorem 11. Let 920 and 921 be two crosswise independent systems with graph rewrite 
relations 3~, and 3.9,. Then, ~~~~~~~ terminates ifund only if both 3,g0 and ~9, 
terminate. 
7.2. Termination of nice extensions 
In this subsection, we establish the modularity of termination for generalized nice- 
extension*s. In the following, we consider two systems .!?&(DoMD, Co, Ro) and .!%l(D1 H
D, Cl, RI ) such that (i) the graph rewrite relations 3g0 and 3~~ are terminating, (ii) 
921 is a generalized nice-extension* of 20 and (iii) function symbols from 0: occur 
in Z only at the outermost level for any rule Z --f r. We denote the combined system 
.%‘a U -21 by L%?. Now, we define a measure, which does not increase after a reduction 
in generalized nice-extension*s. 
Definition 17. The level of a term t is defined inductively as follows: 
(a) level(t) = 0 if t is a variable or a constant not in 0:. 
(b) level(t) = 1 if t is a constant in 07 
(c) ZeveZ(f(tl;..,t,)) = mux({ZeveZ(tj) / j E [l,n]}), if f $! 0:. 
(d) ZeveZ(f(tl,. . ,&>I = 1 + mN{leWtj) I j E [Lnl)), if f ED:. 
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The level of a term graph G is defined as level(term(G)). The following two lemmas 
are easy. 
Lemma 13. lecel(r)<leve/(l) 6 1 ,for radz rule 1 4 I’ in 80 iJ .?R,. 
Lemma 14. [f’ G S)?R G’, then level(G) 3: level(G’). 
7.2.1. Term graphs of level 0 
Term graphs of level 0 contain function symbols from Constr U Do U Dt and the 
function symbols 07 are not reachable from these term graphs. Therefore the rules ap- 
plicable on these term graphs are those in S’R,U.&“,, where 4’; = (1 4 r E RI ( root(l) E 
Dl}. It is easy to see that 90 and 9; are crosswise independent and hence s#,,,,~; 
is terminating by Theorem 11. 
Theorem 12. The graph rwlritinq rrlution 3.8 is noethrrian over term graphs of 
level 0. 
Definition 18. We define a relation aslrb,,,, over term graphs as ( =s#,~#; LJ s~~,,,)~~. 
The multiset extension of ssub,,, is denoted by s$~,,,, 
By Lemma 6, the relation ~,~~b,,,, is noetherian 
7.2.2. Term yruphs qf level 1 
We first consider term graphs of level 1 with root in 07. A term t of level 1 with 
root(t) E 0: can be uniquely written as C[tt,. . . , t,], n 3 0 such that C is a context 
of function symbols in Constr U D U Dl, t, occurs at position pi and root(&) E Do for 
each i E [ 1, n]. For a term graph G representing the above t, Dosub denotes the 
multiset of subgraphs {G/r 1 v E V}, where V is the set {no&G(pi) / 1 <ibn and 
no&c;( p,) is not below tiodeo(pj) for any ,j # i}. 
Definition 19. The relation +I over the set of term graphs of level 1 with outermost 
function symbol in 0: is defined as: G +I G’ if and only if 
(a) D(&(G) z$,,~,, Dosub or 
(b) D+wb( G) = Dosub and G ~~~,h, G’. 
The relation +I is noetherian as both s,ub, and s,5Uh,I,, are noetherian. 
A term t of level 1 can be uniquely written as C[tt , . . , tTI], n 3 0 such that c’ is a 
context of function symbols in ConstrUDoIJDi and root(t;) E 0: for each i E [I,n]. For 
a term graph G representing the above t, D~sub(G) denotes the multiset of subgraphs 
of G corresponding to the subterms tl,. . , t,. Note that Dy-symbols are not nested in 
any term of level 1 and we do not need to use V here unlike in defining Dosuh(G). 
Lemma 15. [f G and G’ are two term graphs of level 1 such that root(term(G)) E 
0: and G 3.8 G’ then D~sub(G) >>I Dysub(G’), lvhere >>I is the multiset-extension 
of’ :- , 
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Proof. First of all note that Dfsub( G) = {G}. If the reduction took place in an element 
of &sub(G), it is obvious that (i) @‘sub(G’) = {G’} and (ii) &sub(G) +$,,, 
Dosub and hence G + 1 G’. Therefore Dysub(G) >>I Dysub( G’). If the reduction 
took place outside the subgraphs in &sub(G), we have two subcases: the reduction 
took place (1) below the root of G or (2) at the root. 
Subcase (1): If the reduction took place below the root, Dfsub(G’) = {G’} and 
either the reduction step is a folding step or the applied rule 1 + Y E 99;. In either 
case, G 39, G’ and no hyperedges corresponding to functions in Do are added, i.e., 
Dosub = Dosub( G’) or Dosub E$$,], Dosub( Therefore, G +I G’ and hence 
Dfsub(G) = {G} >>1 {G’} = D;sub(G’). 
Subcase (2): If the reduction took place at the root of G, Dysub(G’) = {Gl,. . ., 
G,}, m 20 such that Dosub = Dosub or Dosub 3Lb0,, Dosub for each 
i E [ 1, m] (note: by condition (H) of Definition 6, DO symbols do not occur in right- 
sides of rules in 91 below 0: symbols). Further, it is easy to see that G z?&,b, Gi 
for each i E [ 1, m]. To sum up, G ~1 Gi for each i E [ 1, m] and hence Dysub( G) = 
{G} >>1 D;sub(G’). q 
Now, we are in a position to show that 3.g is noetherian over term graphs of level 1. 
Theorem 13. The graph rewriting relation 3.8 is noetherian over term graphs of 
level 1. 
Proof. We prove this by showing that G 39 G’ implies (a) Dysub(G) >>I Dfsub(G’) 
or (b) Dysub(G) = Dysub(G’) and G 3gOUg; G’. Since both >>I and =+,,,g; are 
noetherian, it follows that 3% is noetherian. 
There are two cases: (1) the reduction took place in an element of Dysub(G) or 
(2) the reduction took place outside the subgraphs in Dfsub(G). By the above lemma 
Dysub(G) >>I Dysub(G’) in case (1). Consider case (2). If the reduction took place 
outside the subgraphs in Dysub(G), either the reduction step is a folding step or the 
applied rule I + Y E .!%o U Wl,. In either case, G 3,g0Roug; G’ and no hyperedges corre- 
sponding to functions in Dp are added, i.e., Dysub( G’) = Dosub or Dysub(G) >>I 
Dysub(G’). This completes the proof. 0 
7.2.3. Term graphs of level greater than 1 
Definition 20. A term t of level k can be uniquely written as C[tl ,...,t,,], na0 such 
that C is a context of level 1, ti occurs at position pi, root(ti) E 07 and rank(ti) < k 
for each i E [ 1, n]. For a term graph G representing the above t, 
- Dysubk(G) denotes the multiset of subgraphs {G/U ( v E V}, where V is the set 
{no&c(pi) 1 1 <i<n and no&o(pi) is not below nodec(pi) for any j # i}. 
- cup,(G) denotes the term graph obtained from G by replacing the (unique) hyper- 
edges outgoing from the nodes nodec;(pl), . , nodec(p,) by n hyperedges repre- 
senting q and removing the garbage. 
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We prove that 33 is noetherian over term graphs of level k assuming that 3~ is 
noetherian over term graphs of level less than k. We define a noetherian relation +k 
over term graphs of level < k with the outermost symbol in 0: as G +X G’ if and 
only if there is a G” such that (i) G 3.8 G”, (ii) G’ = G”/r for some node in G” 
and (iii) root(term(G’)) E 0:. The multiset extension of +-r is denoted by >>k. 
Theorem 14. If the yruph rewriting relution 3.H is noetheriun over term gruphs of 
level less than k, then 3:8 is noetheriun over term gruphs of level k us ,c41. 
Proof. We show that a reduction G 3 .I G’ over term graphs of level k implies 
(i) Dysubk(G) >>k Dysubk(G’) or (ii) Dysubk(G) = Dysubk(G’) and cqI(G) 3ti 
cup,(G’). Since >x_ is noetherian over term graphs of level less than k with the 
outermost symbol in 0: and 3.8 is noetherian over term graphs of level 1, it follows 
that 3.~ is noetherian over term graphs of level k as well. 
Consider a reduction G 3.19 G’ over term graphs of level k. If the reduction took 
place in an element of Dysubk(G) it is obvious that D:subk(G) >>k Dysubk(G’). Since 
0; symbols do not occur in left-sides of rules except at the outermost level and nesting 
of 0: symbols is not allowed in right-sides, it follows that Dysuhk( G’) C @suhk( G) and 
cup,(G) 3.8 cup,(G’) if the reduction took place outside the subgraphs in Dysuhk( G). 
That is, D~suhk(G) >>k Dysubk(G’) or D~.Yubk(G) = D:subk(G’) and cupk(G) 3d 
cupk(G’). This completes the proof. q 
Now, we are in a position to establish one of the main results of the paper. This 
theorem extends Theorem 11 to generalized nice-extension*s. 
Theorem 15. Let 80 und .@I be two term rewriting systems such that (i) 3#,, und 
3.8, are terminating, (ii) .9?r is a generalized nice extension* of .9?0 and (iii)fimction 
symbols ,fi-om 0: occur in 1 only ut the outermost level for any rule 1 --t r E RI. 
Then the qruph rewriting relution 3.m” 4, is terminuting us well. 
Proof. Follows by induction from the above two theorems. 0 
The condition (iii) above is only used in Theorem 14. In our proof, this condition 
is very essential to establish that cup,(G) 3.d cupk(G’) if the reduction took place in 
cupEP,:( G). Without this condition, cup,(G’) can possibly contain some function symbols 
from Dysubk(G) when a 0: symbol occurs in the left-hand side of the rewrite rule 
applied. 
8. Completeness 
In this section, we study modularity of completeness in graph rewriting for general- 
ized nice-extension*s. The proof of our result is based on Theorems 6 and 15. 
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Theorem 16. Let 90 and 91 be two TRSS such that 3a0 and =a, are complete and 
(1) 9, is a generalized nice-extension* of ._%?o, 
(2) function symbols from 07 -D occur in 1 only at the outermost level for any rule 
I --f r E RI, 
(3) if I + r E 9?i and s is a subterm of 1 with root(s) E Dl_i then no subterm of s 
unifies with left-hand side term of any rule in $A!0 U $3, and 
(4) tf 1 + r E WI and root(l) E 0: - D then all the critical pairs involving this rule 
are overlays. 
Then, the graph rewriting relation ~~~~~~ of the combined system WO U &?I is com- 
plete as well. 
Proof. Since 3~~ and 39, are semi-complete (in fact, complete), 3gou~, is semi- 
complete (hence confluent) by Theorem 6. By Theorem 15, +aou~, is terminating. 
Therefore ~B,,~w, is complete. q 
9. Comparison and crosswise disjoint unions 
In this section, we compare our results of the previous sections with other known 
modularity results in term graph rewriting. We also study modular aspects for the 
class of crosswise disjoint unions, which is not a proper subclass of the class of super 
hierarchical combinations. 
The following example demonstrates the fact that the class of crosswise disjoint 
unions is not a proper subclass of the class of super hierarchical combinations. 
Example 8. The following two systems are crosswise disjoint. 
30 : a+b 31 : a-+c 
However, their union is not a super hierarchical combination as the shared defined 
symbol a is defined differently in the two systems. 
Plump [ 171 proved modularity of termination in term graph rewriting for crosswise 
disjoint systems. 
Theorem 17 (Plump [17]). Let WO and 91 be two crosswise disjoint systems. Then 
~~,,,_,~I terminates tf and only tf both -a0 and 39, terminate. 
Kurihara and Ohuchi [12] proved modularity of termination in term graph rewriting 
for constructor sharing systems (which share constructors but not defined symbols). 
Theorem 18 (Kurihara and Ohuchi [12]). Let .6%0 and 971 be two TRSS sharing con- 
structors. Then E+~,,,,B, terminates tf and only if both ~=a,, and 3~~ terminate. 
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Note that Theorem 18 is not a generalization of Theorem 17 as crosswise disjoint 
systems do not forbid sharing of defined symbols. To have a theorem which is gen- 
eralization of Theorem 17, Kurihara and Ohuchi allow a set B of defined symbols to 
be shared provided those symbols (in 3) occur only in left-sides of B?s u ,&?I. 
Theorem 19 (Kurihara and Ohuchi [12]). Let TRS Wo(Do kb B,Co,Ro) and 2,(DI kt 
S?‘,Cl,Rl) be two TRSS such that (i) DO n D, = Do n Cl = Co n D1 = c$ and (ii) 
symbols in 93 occur only left-sides of rules in Ro U RI. Then ~~~~~~~ terminates if 
and only if both 3~~~ and 39, terminate. 
The proof of this theorem can be sketched as follows. Since graph rewriting does 
not copy subgraphs and 5Y-symbols do not occur in right-sides of the rewrite rules, 
G 3 G’ implies #(G) >#(G’), where #(G) denotes the number of occurrences of 
%symbols in G. Therefore, in any derivation Gi 3 G2 3 . . ., the number of such 
occurrences remains constant after a finite number of steps, i.e., #(Gi+j) = #(Gi) for 
some i and each j. In other words, after a finite number of steps, the rewrite rules in 
S = {I + r 1 root(l) E 99’) are not applied. Since (20 U 991) - S is a union of two 
constructor sharing TRSS, its graph rewrite relation terminates by Theorem 18. Hence 
there cannot be an infinite ~~,,U.~, derivation. 
This idea works for our results on modularity of termination as well, leading to the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 20. Let %?o(DoUDMI, CO, Ro) and .Y’BI(DI MD&JB’, Cl,Rl) be two term rewrit- 
ing systems such that (1) aa,, and ~+a, are terminating, (2) 91 - (1 + r 1 root(l) E 
B} is a generalized nice-extension* of B?o - {I --f r 1 root(l) E B}, (3) function 
symbols from 07 occur in 1 only at the outermost level for any rule 1 + r E RI 
and (4) symbols in 6? occur only in left-sides of rules in RO U RI. Then s.x,~H, is 
terminating as well. 
This theorem is not only a generalization of Theorems 17-19 but also more powerful 
as hierarchical combinations are very natural and occur in practice very often compared 
to the combinations considered in those theorems. 
Our main results on modularity of completeness, weak normalization and semi- 
completeness can also be extended similarly. 
9.1. Weak normalization 
In this subsection, we consider two systems !S?O(DO &J D 6~ 99, CO, Ro) and 9,(D, M 
D H S?‘, Cl, RI ) such that (1) the graph rewrite relations 3g0 and +J, are weakly 
normalizing and (2) Wi - {I ---f r 1 root(Z) E a!) is a generalized nice-extension* of 
!%o - (1 + r ( root(Z) E 99’) and (3) symbols in B occur only in left-sides of rules in 
RouRl. 
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For proving the main result of this subsection, we consider the following class of 
term graphs which cannot be reduced by the rules in { 1 -+ r 1 root(l) E 69’). 
Definition 21. Let Yt be the set of all term graphs {G ( G ~~~~~~ G’ implies no 
rule in (1 + Y 1 root(Z) E 39’) is applicable on G’}. 
The following lemma establishes that each term graph in 571 has normal forms w.r.t. 
=%?@a,. 
Lemma 16. Every term graph G E YI has at least one normal form w.r. t. ~.yp,,,,?~,. 
Proof. Follows from the fact that 921 - {I + r ) root(Z) E S#} is a generalized nice- 
extension* of 92s - (1 + r 1 root(Z) E L%}. 0 
Now, we are in a position to prove the main result of this subsection. 
Theorem 21. Let @,(Do H D &J g,Co,Ro) and %l(Dl H D H S~,CI,RI) be two term 
rewriting systems uch that (1) 3gRo and 38, are weakly normalizing, (2) &!I- { 1 + 
r 1 root(Z) E g} is a generalized nice-extension* of 90 - (1 + r 1 root(Z) E W} and 
(3) symbols in &? occur only in left-sides of rules in RoUR1. Then ~8~~2, is weakly 
normalizing as well. 
Proof. Proof by contradiction. 
Let k be the smallest natural number such that a graph G with #(G) = k has no 
normal form w.r.t. +,gOu~, . That is, every graph with less than k occurrences of 9- 
symbols has at least one normal form w.r.t. +gOua,. We have two cases: (a) G E 91 
and (b) G $9’1. 
Case (a): By the above lemma, G has at least one normal form w.r.t. 3~OU,~,, a 
contradiction. 
Case (b): If G ~~~~,a, G’ and a rule in {I + Y I root(Z) E 6?} is applicable on 
G’, we get a term graph G2 from G’ by applying an evaluation step with that rule. 
It is clear that #(Gz) < k as such a step removes the root symbol of Z which is in 
g and r does not contain any symbol from 3. Therefore G2 has at least one nor- 
mal form w.r.t. q~Ou~I and hence G has at least one normal form w.r.t. 3gOU#,, a 
contradiction. 0 
9.2. Completeness 
As can be seen from Example 8, no confluence property is modular for any superclass 
of crosswise disjoint unions, as crosswise disjoint unions allow rule a --+ b in 20 and 
rule a --f c in 921. It is natural to impose the following restriction to ensure modularity 
of confluence properties such as completeness and semi-completeness. 
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Definition 22. Two term rewriting systems *go and .%r are non-interfering if all the 
critical pairs between any pair of rules 10 --) ro E WO and 11 + ~1 E .%r are trivial. 
Theorem 22. Let go(Do k~ D &J $I, CO, Ro) and 81(Dl k~ D k! &?, Cl, RI ) he two non- 
interfering term rewriting systems such that (1) s_dRo and 3.8, are complete, (2) 
.z$, - { 1 + Y / root(l) E B} is a generalized nice-extension* of WO - { 1 * r 1 root(l) t 
.A?} satisfJ>ing conditions (2)-(4) of Theorem 16 and (3) symbols in .%J occur only in 
left-sides of rules in Ro U RI. Then G+~~~.~, is complete as well. 
Proof. By Theorem 20, 3.daU.~, is terminating. Since 3.8” and 3.8, are complete, 
they are locally confluent. It is clear that ~,x~U.~, is locally confluent as do and 4’1 
are non-interfering. Therefore, 3.#0U,#, is complete. 0 
We believe that Theorem 6 can also be similarly extended, i.e., the above theorem 
holds even if we replace ‘complete’ by ‘semi-complete’. However, the proof of that 
theorem can be given neither on the lines of the above theorem (as weak-normalization 
and local-confluence do not imply semi-completeness) nor on the lines of the proof of 
Theorem 6 (as we do not know whether Theorem 5 in term rewriting holds for the 
above combinations). Though, we have not completely worked out the details yet, it is 
our conviction that one can prove this theorem from the first principles by establishing 
that =bto~.~, is a compatible refinement of --t, defined in Section 6 as in [7]. 
10. Conclusion 
In this paper, the modular aspects in graph implementations of term rewriting are 
investigated. Various combinations of rewrite systems are discussed and modularity of 
(a) weak normalization, (b) strong normalization, (c) semi-completeness (confluence + 
weak normalization) and (d) completeness (confluence + strong normalization) prop- 
erties is studied for the most general combinations (namely super-hierarchical combi- 
nations). A comparison with related works is provided. In sharp contrast to the case 
of pure term rewriting, modularity of termination in term graph rewriting needs neither 
confluence nor simple termination. In contrast to confluence, weak normalization and 
semi-completeness are preserved under signature extensions (it is already known that 
termination and completeness enjoy this property) in term graph rewriting. 
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